INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSTALLING THE SOFT CLAMP UMBRELLA KIT ON GUERRILLA PAINTER™ BOXES

- Coupling Nut
- Jam Nut
- Lock Washer
- "Stove" Bolt *
- "T" Bolt **

* "Stove" Bolt is for use with the French Resistance Pochade Boxes (item #103.12 & #103.16)
** "T" Bolt is for use with the 9x12 Guerrilla Box™ (#101.12), the old style 6x8 ThumBox V1 (#101.08) and the 12x16 Box (#101.16)

1A. For the 9x12 Guerrilla Box™, 6x8 ThumBox V1 or the 12x16 Box, position the "T" Bolt in the "L" bracket as shown or...

1B. For the Medium and Large French Resistance Pochades™ position the "Stove" Bolt in the hole provided in either the right or the left "L" Bracket

2. Place the Lock Washer on the bolt.

3. Put the Jam Nut on the bolt.

4. Tighten the Jam Nut.

5 & 6. Put the Coupling Nut on the bolt as shown tightened firmly against the Jam Nut.

7. Place the umbrella clamp over the mount and tighten the wing knob.

Instructions for FRENCH EASELS (Turn page OVER)
When installing the Soft Clamp Umbrella Kit on a wooden easel, try to locate the head of the “T” Bolt in a way that positions the flat edge of the head in a corner so that the bolt cannot turn.

1. Measure carefully.
2. Drill a 5/16” hole.
3. Insert the “T” Bolt in the hole.

Continue the installation by following the steps on the reverse.